THRU-WALL FLASHING BY OTHERS

WRAP UNDERLAYMENT UP WALL

ENGLERT HEADWALL FLASHING

BREAD PAN FOLD

WALL STRUCTURE (PER OTHERS)

ENGLERT Z-CLOSURE CUT TO FIT BETWEEN SEAMS w/ ENGLERT TUBE SEALANT ON ALL CUT EDGES (TYP.)

COLOR MATCHED HEX SCREW w/ BONDED SEALING WASHER

ENGLERT BUTYL TAPE SEALANT CONTINUOUS (TYP.)

PANCAKE SCREW PER PROJECT REQUIREMENTS @ 3" O.C. MAX.

THRU Z-CLOSURE (TYP.)

ENGLERT CLIP (SEE DETAIL R02)

ROOF ASSEMBLY (SEE DETAIL R08)

HEM LEG

1" MIN.
OPEN HEM

1" MIN.

1/8" SEAM

1" MIN.